Librarian’s Meeting Notes
September 8, 2005
11:00
Room 442


Dean’s Comments
• Reorg document almost complete. With a few more additions will send to VPAA by Friday.
• The LIBR 250 class was nixed by Roxanne Cullen for a variety of reasons. If we want a class, we might need to further study the situation and come up with more rationale for support of the course.

Anne
• Anne talked about how she was inputting "class cards" for off-campus students. This would provide each class access to the databases until they received their university ID cards in the mail. These ID cards are currently being loaded into the system and should be mailed soon

Leah:
• Leah informed the group about Constitution Week activities including a quiz with an entry point at the Information point. Ray would be doing the drawings of the correct entries for a variety of prizes

With no further business the

Meeting adjourned at 12:02 with no objection

Respectfully submitted:

David Scott